pH-Driven Reversible Self-Assembly of Micron-Scale DNA Scaffolds.
Inspired by cytoskeletal scaffolds that sense and respond dynamically to environmental changes and chemical inputs with a unique capacity for reconfiguration, we propose a strategy that allows the dynamic and reversible control of the growth and breakage of micron-scale synthetic DNA structures upon pH changes. We do so by rationally designing a pH-responsive system composed of synthetic DNA strands that act as pH sensors, regulators, and structural elements. Sensor strands can dynamically respond to pH changes and route regulatory strands to direct the self-assembly of structural elements into tubular structures. This example represents the first demonstration of the reversible assembly and disassembly of micron-scale DNA scaffolds using an external chemical input other than DNA. The capacity to reversibly modulate nanostructure size may promote the development of smart devices for catalysis or drug-delivery applications.